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Abstract. The Bernoulli convolution with parameter λ P p0, 1q
is the probability measure µλ that is the law of the random variable°
n¥0�λ

n, where the signs are independent unbiased coin tosses.
We prove that each parameter λ P p1{2, 1q with dimµλ   1

can be approximated by algebraic parameters η P p1{2, 1q within
an error of order expp�degpηqAq such that dimµη   1, for any
number A. As a corollary, we conclude that dimµλ � 1 for each
of λ � ln 2, e�1{2, π{4. These are the first explicit examples of
such transcendental parameters. Moreover, we show that Lehmer’s
conjecture implies the existence of a constant a   1 such that
dimµλ � 1 for all λ P pa, 1q.
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1. Introduction

Let λ P p0, 1q be a real number and let ξ0, ξ1, . . . be a sequence of
independent random variables with Ppξn � 1q � Ppξn � �1q � 1{2.
We define the Bernoulli convolution µλ with parameter λ as the law of
the random variable

°8
n�0 ξnλ

n.
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining the set of

parameters λ such that dimµλ   1. It turns out (see [8, Theorem
2.8]) that µλ is always exact dimensional, that is, there is a number
0 ¤ α ¤ 1 such that

lim
rÑ0

log µλpx� r, x� rq
log r

� α (1.1)
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for µλ-almost every x. We call α the (local) dimension of µλ and denote
this number by dimµλ.

The main result of this paper is the following. We denote by Pd the
set of polynomials of degree at most d all of whose coefficients are �1,
0 or 1. We write

Ed,α � tη P p1{2, 1q : dimµη   α and P pηq � 0 for some P P Pdu.
Theorem 1. Let λ P p1{2, 1q be such that dimµλ   1.

Then for every ε ¡ 0, there is a number A ¡ 0 such that the following
holds. For every sufficiently large integer d0, there is an integer

d P rd0, expp5qplogp5qpd0q � Aqs
and there is η P Ed,dimµλ�ε such that

|λ� η| ¤ expp�dlogp3q dq.
In this paper, the base of the log and exp functions are 2; however,

in most places this normalization makes no difference. When we want
to use the natural base, we use the notation ln and ep�q. We denote by
logpaq and exppaq the a-fold iteration of the log and exp functions.

Theorem 1 has a converse.

Theorem 2. Let λ P p1{2, 1q and let α   1. Suppose that there is a
sequence tηnu such that lim ηn � λ and lim inf dimµηn ¤ α for all n.
Then dimµλ ¤ α.

This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the function λ ÞÑ
dimµλ is lower semi-continuous. This was proved, for instance, by
Hochman and Shmerkin in [12, Theorem 1.8], but this fact was already
known to experts in the area, see the discussion in [12, Section 6]. We
also give a short proof based on our techniques in Section 2.4.

We formulate some corollaries.

Corollary 3. We have

tλ P p1{2, 1q : dimµλ   1u � tλ P QX p1{2, 1q : dimµλ   1u,
where Q is the set of algebraic numbers and t�u denotes the closure of
the set with respect to the natural topology of real numbers.

We note that the only known examples of parameters λ P p1{2, 1q
such that dimµλ   1 are the inverses of Pisot numbers (see [9, Theorem
I.2] together with [8, Theorem 2.8] and [31, Theorem 4.4]), that is
algebraic integers all of whose Galois conjugates are inside the open
unit disk. The set of Pisot numbers is closed (see [21]). If one were
able to prove that there are no more algebraic parameters with the
property dimµλ   1, then this would follow also for transcendental
parameters from our result.

The dimension of Bernoulli convolutions for algebraic parameters
has been studied in the paper [3]. Recall that Lehmer’s conjecture
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states that there is some numerical constant ε0 ¡ 0 such that the
Mahler measure Mλ (the definition is recalled below in p1.6q) of every
algebraic number λ is either 1 or at least 1 � ε0. It was proved in [3]
that Lehmer’s conjecture implies that there exists a number a   1 such
that dimµλ � 1 for all algebraic numbers λ P pa, 1q. We can now drop
the condition of algebraicity in that result thanks to Corollary 3 and
we obtain the following.

Corollary 4. If Lehmer’s conjecture holds, then there is an absolute
constant a   1 such that dimµλ � 1 for all λ P pa, 1q.

We also have the following result.

Corollary 5. Let λ P p1{2, 1q be a number such that

|P pλq| ¡ expp�dlogp3q dq (1.2)

for all P P Pd for all sufficiently large d.
Then dimµλ � 1.

A simple calculation shows that |P 1pxq|   dpd�1q{2 for all x P p0, 1q
and P P Pd. If there is a number η that is a root of a polynomial
P P Pd such that

|λ� η| ¤ 2

dpd� 1q expp�dlogp3q dq,

then |P pλq| ¤ expp�dlogp3q dq. We will see in the proof of Theorem 1
that the factor 2{dpd� 1q is insignificant and that this slightly stronger
approximation also holds in the setting of the theorem.

There is a large variety of explicit transcendental numbers, for which
the estimate (1.2) has been established. In Sprindžuk’s classification

of numbers, all rS-numbers, all rT -numbers and those rU -numbers, for
which H0 ¥ 2 satisfy (1.2). See [4, Chapter 8.1] for the notation.

In particular, we have dimµλ � 1 for each of

λ P tln 2, e�1{2, π{4u
see e.g. [29, Figure 1], as well as for many Mahler numbers see e.g. [32].
For further examples we refer the reader to the references in [4, pp. 189]
and in [29,32].

If one is interested in the smallest possible value that dimµλ can
take then it is enough to look at algebraic parameters thanks to the
following result.

Corollary 6. We have

min
λPp1{2,1q

dimµλ � inf
λPp1{2,1qXQ

dimµλ.

Indeed, let dimµλ0 � minλPp1{2,1q dimµλ. By Theorem 1, for each
ε ¡ 0, there is an algebraic parameter η P p1{2, 1q such that dimµη  
dimµλ0 � ε, and this proves the claim.
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Hare and Sidorov [10] proved that dimµλ ¥ 0.81 for all Pisot pa-
rameters λ P p1{2, 1q. The authors of that paper explained to us in
private communication that their result can be extended to arbitrary
algebraic parameters in p1{2, 1q. Combined with Corollary 6, this gives
0.81 as an explicit uniform lower bound for the dimension of µλ for all
parameters in p1{2, 1q.
1.1. Background. For thorough surveys on Bernoulli convolutions we
refer to [20] and [25]. For a discussion of the more recent developments,
see [27].

Bernoulli convolutions originate in a paper of Jessen and Wintner
[13] and they have been studied by Erdős in [6, 7]. If λ   1{2, then
suppµλ is a Cantor set, and it is easily seen that dimµλ � 1{ log λ�1.
(Recall that log is base 2 in this paper.) If λ � 1{2, then µλ is the
normalized Lebesgue measure restricted to the interval r�2, 2s.

It has been noticed by Erdős [6] that µλ may be singular with respect
to the Lebesgue measure even if λ ¡ 1{2. In particular, he showed that
µλ is singular whenever λ�1 � 2 is a Pisot number. Moreover, Garsia
[9, Theorem I.2] (together with [8, Theorem 2.8] and [31, Theorem 4.4])
showed that dimµλ   1 if λ�1 � 2 is a Pisot number.

The typical behaviour is absolute continuity for parameters in p1{2, 1q.
Indeed, Erdős [7] showed that µλ is absolutely continuous for almost all
λ P pa, 1q, where a   1 is an absolute constant. This has been extended
by Solomyak [24] to almost all λ P p1{2, 1q.

Very recently Hochman [11, Theorem 1.9] made a further break-
through on this problem.

Theorem 7 (Hochman). Let λ P p1{2, 1q be such that dimµλ   1.
Then for every A ¡ 0, there is a number d0 such that for all integers

d ¡ d0, there is an algebraic number η that is a root of a polynomial in
Pd such that

|λ� η| ¤ expp�Adq.
In comparison with Theorem 1, Hochman’s result has the advantage

that it provides an algebraic approximation of an exceptional param-
eter at each scale. On the other hand, Theorem 1 provides a smaller
error and the information that the approximating parameter is also
exceptional (i.e. dimµη   1).

Theorem 7 also implies that the set of exceptional parameters

tλ P p1{2, 1q : dimµλ   1u
is of packing dimension 0. Building on this result, Shmerkin [22] proved
that

tλ P p1{2, 1q : µλ is singularu
is of Hausdorff dimension 0. We recall that a set of packing dimension
0 is also a set of Hausdorff dimension 0.
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See also the very recent paper of Shmerkin [23], where he proves a
stronger version of Hochman’s result for the Lq-dimension of Bernoulli
convolutions. He also concludes that outside an exceptional set of
Hausdorff dimension 0 for the parameter, Bernoulli convolutions are
absolutely continuous with a density in Lq for any q   8. Moreover,
his methods can establish that the density has fractional derivatives.

Theorem 7 also implies a conditional result on dimµλ for transcen-
dental parameters. Hochman proved that dimµλ � 1 for all transcen-
dental parameters λ P p1{2, 1q if the answer is affirmative to the fol-
lowing question posed by him [11, Question 1.10]. Is there an absolute
constant C ¡ 0 such that

|η1 � η2| ¥ expp�Cdq (1.3)

holds for any two different numbers η1 � η2 that are roots of (not
necessarily the same) polynomials in Pd? However, such a bound is
not yet available; the best known result in this direction is due to
Mahler [19, Theorem 2], who proved

|η1 � η2| ¥ expp�Cd log dq, (1.4)

where C is an absolute constant. (See Theorem 21 below for more
details.)

The work of Hochman [11] also gives a formula for the dimension of
µλ, if λ is an algebraic number. Denote by hλ the entropy of the random
walk on the semigroup generated by the transformations x ÞÑ λ � x� 1
and x ÞÑ λ � x� 1. More precisely, let

hλ � lim
nÑ8

1

n
H
� n�1̧

i�0

ξiλ
i
	
� inf

1

n
H
� n�1̧

i�0

ξiλ
i
	
,

where Hp�q denotes the Shannon entropy of a discrete random variable.
With this notation Hochman’s formula is

dimµλ � minp�hλ{ log λ, 1q. (1.5)

(See [3, Section 3.4], where the formula is derived in this form from
Hochman’s main result.)

The quantity hλ has been studied in the paper [3]. It was proved
there [3, Theorem 5] that there is an absolute constant c0 ¡ 0 such
that for any algebraic number, we have

c0 �minplogMλ, 1q ¤ hλ ¤ minplogMλ, 1q.
The log’s in this formula as well as those that appear in the defini-
tion of entropy are base 2. Numerical calculations reported in that
paper indicate that one can take c0 � 0.44. This result combined with
Hochman’s formula implies that dimµλ � 1 provided λ is an algebraic
number with 1 ¡ λ ¡ minp2,Mλq�c0 . Here, and everywhere in the
paper, we denote by Mλ the Mahler measure of an algebraic number
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λ. That is, if P pxq � ad
±px � λjq is the minimal polynomial of λ in

Zrxs, then by definition,

Mλ � |ad|
¹

j:|λj |¡1

|λj|. (1.6)

1.2. The strategy of the proof. This section gives an informal ac-
count of the proof of Theorem 1. All the arguments presented here will
be repeated in a rigorous fashion later in the paper. Therefore, we take
a rather relaxed approach towards our estimates. In particular, we will
write / to indicate an inequality that could be made valid by inserting
suitable constants in appropriate places.

The proof of our results builds on the techniques introduced by
Hochman in [11] using entropy estimates.

We work with the following notion of entropy. Let X be a bounded
random variable and let r ¡ 0 be a real number. We define

HpX; rq :�
» 1

0

HptX{r � tuqdt.

On the right hand side, Hp�q denotes the Shannon entropy of a discrete
random variable. In addition, we define the conditional entropies

HpX; r1|r2q :� HpX; r1q �HpX; r2q.
We will study the basic properties of these quantities in Section 2. In
particular HpX; rq is a non-increasing function of r. Furthermore 0 6
HpX; rq 6 log r�1�Op1q, where the implied constant depends only on
ess sup |X|. By abuse of notation, we write Hpµ; r1|r2q � HpX; r1|r2q
and similar expressions if µ denotes the law of X.

These quantities differ from those used by Hochman in that they
involve an averaging over a random translation. This averaging endows
these quantities with some useful properties as we will see in Section
2.2, which often comes in handy. The idea of this averaging procedure
originates in Wang’s paper [30, Section 4.1].

We fix a number λ P p1{2, 1q until the end of the section. For a set
I � R¡0, we write µIλ for the law of the random variable¸

nPZ:λnPI

ξnλ
n.

We note that in this notation µ
p0,1s
λ � µλ and µ

pλn,1s
λ is the law of°n�1

j�0 ξjλ
j, the first n term truncation of the series defining Bernoulli

convolutions.
We note that

dimµλ � lim
nÑ8

Hpµλ;λnq
n log λ�1

,
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see Lemma 14, and that Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λnq � Hpµλ;λnq up to additive
constants independent of n. Hence

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λnq � n log λ�1 dimµλ. (1.7)

We now assume that dimµλ   1 and we assume by contradiction
that the algebraic approximations to λ claimed in Theorem 1 do not
exist. In the first part of the proof given in Section 3, we search for
integers n with the property that

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq ¥ n log λ�1pdimµλ � εq (1.8)

for a suitable scale r � n�Cn. Equation (1.8) is a small improvement
over (1.7) when we replace λn with the smaller scale r.

If ε ¡ 0 is small enough so that the right hand side of (1.8) is   n,
and if (1.8) fails, then there are pairs of choices of the signs in the sum

n�1̧

j�0

�λj

that give the same value within an error of r. For each such pair, there
corresponds a non-zero polynomial P P Pn�1 such that |2P pλq|   r. In
Section 3, we show that these polynomials must have a common root η
and |λ� η|   n�4n. Since this collection of polynomials is rich enough
to cause the failure of (1.8), we obtain

Hpµpηn,1sη q ¤ n log λ�1pdimµλ � εq,
which yields hη ¤ log λ�1pdimµλ � εq. Plugging this into (1.5), we get
dimµη ¤ dimµλ�ε1, where ε1 is arbitrarily close to ε if n is sufficiently
large. Hence η P En,dimµλ�ε1 .

Then we choose another integer n1 such that |λ � η| is just slightly

larger than n1�4n1 . If (1.8) fails again for n1 and for a suitable r1, then we
can repeat the above argument to find another number η1 P En1,dimµλ�ε

such that |λ�η1|   n1�4n1 . Then |η�η1|   2n1�4n1 , and we can conclude
η � η1 thanks to (1.4) (the result of Mahler on the separation between
roots of polynomials in Pn). However, we carefully chose n1 to make

sure that |λ � η1|   n1�4n1   |λ � η|, hence we cannot have η � η1,
which shows that (1.8) must hold for at least one of n or n1.

The way we exploited Mahler’s bound (1.4) is reminiscent to Hochman’s
argument for showing dimµλ � 1 for all transcendental λ P p1{2, 1q as-
suming the stronger bound (1.3) discussed in the previous section.

We will use the (indirect) assumption on the lack of algebraic ap-
proximations to λ to control n1 in terms of n. Indeed, if (1.8) fails for
n, we get that it holds for n1 with

n1
4n1 / |λ� η|�1   exppnlogp3q nq. (1.9)

This will enable us to produce suitably many integers n in a given range
such that (1.8) holds.
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In the second part of the proof, which we discuss in Section 4, we
use the identity

µI1 9Y... 9YIk
λ � µI1λ � . . . � µIkλ

and argue that entropy increases under convolution to improve on the
bound (1.8). We use the following result from [28, Theorem 3].

Theorem 8. For every 0   α ¤ 1{2, there are numbers C, c ¡ 0 such
that the following holds. Let µ, ν be two compactly supported probability
measures on R. Let σ2   σ1   0 and 0   β ¤ 1{2 be real numbers.
Suppose that

Hpµ; 2σ|2σ�1q   1� α

for all σ2   σ   σ1. Suppose further that

Hpν; 2σ2 |2σ1q ¡ βpσ1 � σ2q.
Then

Hpµ � ν; 2σ2 |2σ1q ¡ Hpµ; 2σ2 |2σ1q � cβplog β�1q�1pσ1 � σ2q � C.

We note that the supremum of the valuesHpµ; r|2rqmay take over all
probability measures µ is 1 (see (2.5) below and the comment following
it). We will see (in Lemma 13) that the assumption dimµλ   1 implies
that there is a number α ¡ 0 such that HpµIλ; r|2rq   1 � α for all
r ¡ 0 and for all I � R¡0. This means that the hypothesis of Theorem
8 holds for µ � µIλ for all I � R¡0 with an α depending only on λ.

We give a brief and informal explanation on how this result will be
used. Suppose that (1.8) holds for some n and r. Now (1.7) implies

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λnq   pdimµλ � ε{2qn log λ�1,

if n is sufficiently large, so we can show that

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; r|λnq ¥ ε1n,

for some ε1 depending only on ε and λ.
For simplicity of exposition, we assume now that the stronger bound

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; r|r9{10q ¥ ε1n

holds. There is no way to justify this hypothesis; in the actual proof
we need to consider a suitable decomposition of the scales between λn

and r.
Using scaling properties of entropy, we can write

Hpµpλnpj�1q,λnjs
λ ; rλjn|r9{10λjnq ¥ ε1n.

We consider this inequality for j � 0, 1, . . . , N � 1 for some N �
plog r�1q{n so that r1{10 ¤ λjn ¤ 1 for each j in the range. Hence

Hpµpλnpj�1q,λnjs
λ ; r11{10|r9{10q ¥ ε1n,

because rr11{10, r9{10s � rrλjn, r9{10λjns.
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We can now apply Theorem 8 N � log n times with

β � n

log r�1
� 1

log n
,

and we obtain

HpµpλnN ,1sλ ; r11{10|r9{10q ' log r�1

log log n
, (1.10)

i.e. the average entropy of a digit is at least � plog log nq�1.
Then we will apply Theorem 8 again in a second stage. Let n1, n2, . . .

be a sequence of integers such that (1.8) and hence (1.10) holds. We

apply Theorem 8 repeatedly again with βi � 1{ logp2qpniq, and find that
the average entropy of a digit between suitable scales is at least

�
¸ 1

logp2qpniq logp3qpniq
.

If ni does not grow faster than expp2qpi logp2q iq, then the above sum can
be arbitrarily large contradicting the fact that the entropy of a digit
cannot exceed 1. This contradiction ends the proof.

Note that using the argument that we presented in the beginning of
this sketch, one can show that the lack of the algebraic approximations
claimed in Theorem 1 implies that we can find a sequence ni that
satisfies our requirement (1.8) and also satisfies the growth condition

n
ni�1

i�1 / exp
�
nlogp3q ni
i

�
,

see (1.9). We can use this to prove ni / expp2qpi logp2q iq by induction.

1.3. Notation. We denote by the letters c, C and their indexed vari-
ants various constants that could in principle be computed explicitly
following the proofs step by step. The value of these constants de-
noted by the same symbol may change between occurrences. We keep
the convention that we denote by lower case letters the constants that
are best thought of as “small” and by capital letters the ones that are
“large”.

We denote by log and exp the base 2 logarithm and exponential
functions and write ln for the logarithm in base e. We denote by logpaq

and exppaq the a-fold iterates of the log and exp functions.
The letter λ denotes a number in p0, 1q. For a bounded set I � R¡0,

we denote by µIλ the law of the random variable¸
nPZ:λnPI

ξnλ
n,

where ξn is a sequence of independent unbiased �1 valued random

variables. In particular, we write µλ � µ
p0,1s
λ .

We denote by Pd the set of polynomials of degree at most d with
coefficients �1 and 0.
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1.4. The organization of this paper. We begin by discussing some
basic properties of entropy in Section 2, which we will rely on through-
out the paper. Section 3 contains the first part of the proof of the main
result focusing on the initial entropy estimate (1.8) mentioned above.
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed in Section 4, where we exploit
Theorem 8 to improve on our initial entropy estimate.

Acknowledgment. We are grateful to Yann Bugeaud, Kevin Hare,
Mike Hochman, Nikita Sidorov and Evgeniy Zorin for helpful discus-
sions. We are also grateful to Mike Hochman for pointing out the
converse of Theorem 1. We thank the anonymous referee, Sébastien
Gouëzel, Nicolas de Saxcé and Ariel Rapaport for a very careful read-
ing of our manuscript and for numerous comments and suggestions that
greatly improved the presentation of our paper.

2. Preliminaries on entropy

The purpose of this section is to provide some background material
on entropy.

2.1. Shannon and differential entropies. If X is a discrete random
variable, we write HpXq for its Shannon entropy, that is

HpXq �
¸
xPX

�PpX � xq logPpX � xq,

where X denotes the set of values X takes. We recall that the base of
log is 2 throughout the paper. If X is an absolutely continuous random
variable with density f : R Ñ R¥0, we write HpXq for its differential
entropy, that is

HpXq �
»
�fpxq log fpxqdx.

This dual use for Hp�q should cause no confusion, as the type of the
random variable will always be clear from the context. If µ is a proba-
bility measure, we write Hpµq � HpXq, where X is a random variable
with law µ.

Shannon entropy is always non-negative. Differential entropy on the
other hand can take negative values. For example, if a P R¡0, and X is
a random variable with finite differential entropy, then it follows from
the change of variables formula that

HpaXq � HpXq � log a, (2.1)

which can take negative values when a varies. On the other hand, if X
takes countably many values, the Shannon entropy of aX is the same
as that of X. Note that both entropies are invariant under translation
by a constant in R.
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We define F pxq :� �x logpxq for x ¡ 0 and recall that F is concave.
From the concavity of F and Jensen’s inequality, we see that for any
discrete random variable X taking at most N different values,

HpXq 6 logN. (2.2)

Let X and Y be two discrete random variables. We define the con-
ditional entropy of X relative to Y as

HpX|Y q �
¸
yPY

PpY � yqHpX|Y � yq

�
¸
yPY

PpY � yq
¸
xPX

�PpX � x, Y � yq
PpY � yq log

PpX � x, Y � yq
PpY � yq .

We recall some well-known properties. We always have 0 ¤ HpX|Y q ¤
HpXq, and HpX|Y q � HpXq if and only if the two random variables
are independent (see [5, Theorem 2.6.5]).

We recall the following result from [17, Theorem I].

Proposition 9 (Submodularity inequality). Assume that X, Y, Z are
three independent R-valued random variables such that the distributions
of Y , X � Y , Y � Z and X � Y � Z are absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure and have finite differential entropy. Then

HpX � Y � Zq �HpY q 6 HpX � Y q �HpY � Zq. (2.3)

This result goes back in some form at least to a paper by Kaimanovich
and Vershik [14, Proposition 1.3]. The version in that paper assumes
that the laws of X, Y and Z are identical. The inequality was redis-
covered by Madiman [17, Theorem I] in the greater generality stated
above. Then it was recast in the context of entropy analogues of sum-
set estimates from additive combinatorics by Tao [26] and Kontoyannis
and Madiman [15]. And indeed Proposition 9 can be seen as an entropy
analogue of the Plünnecke–Ruzsa inequality in additive combinatorics.
For the proof of this exact formulation see [3, Theorem 7].

2.2. Entropy at a given scale. We recall the notation

HpX; rq �
» 1

0

HptX{r � tuqdt

and

HpX; r1|r2q � HpX; r1q �HpX; r2q.
These quantities originate in the work of Wang [30], and they also

play an important role in the paper [16], where a quantitative version
of Bourgain’s sum-product theorem is proved.

We continue by recording some useful facts about these notions. If
N is an integer then we have the following interpretation, which follows
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easily from the definition.

HpX;N�1r|rq �
» 1

0

HptNpr�1X � tqu|tr�1X � tuq. (2.4)

Indeed, tr�1X � tu is a function of tNpr�1X � tqu, hence

HptNpr�1X � tqu|tr�1X � tuq � HptNpr�1X � tquq �Hptr�1X � tuq.
Combining this interpretation with (2.2) we see that

Hpµ; r|2rq ¤ 1 (2.5)

for any probability measure µ. This upper bound is best possible, as
demonstrated by the uniform measures on long intervals.

It is immediate from the definitions that we have the scaling formulae

HpsX; srq � HpX; rq, HpsX; sr1|sr2q � HpX; r1|r2q,
for any random variable X and real numbers s, r, r1, r2 ¡ 0. In partic-
ular, we have

HpµλkIλ ;λkr1|λkr2q � HpµIλ; r1|r2q, (2.6)

for any integer k, real numbers r1, r2 ¡ 0 and I � R¡0.
The next lemma gives an alternative definition for entropy at a given

scale.

Lemma 10 ([28, Lemma 5]). Let X be a bounded random variable in
R. Then

HpX; rq � HpX � Irq �HpIrq � HpX � Irq � logprq.
where Ir is a uniform random variable in r0, rs independent of X.

It follows from the definition that being an average of Shannon en-
tropies HpX; rq is always non-negative. Similarly, we see from (2.4)
that HpX; r1|r2q is also non-negative if r2{r1 is an integer. We will see
below that this holds also for any r2 ¥ r1.

The next lemma shows that conditional entropy between scales of
integral ratio cannot decrease by taking convolution of measures.

Lemma 11 ([28, Lemma 6]). Let X and Y be two bounded independent
random variables in R. Let r2 ¡ r1 ¡ 0 be two numbers such that
r2{r1 P Z. Then

HpX � Y ; r1|r2q ¥ HpX; r1|r2q.
We record an instance of this lemma that is of particular importance

to us. We have
HpµI1λ ; r1|r2q ¥ HpµI2λ ; r1|r2q (2.7)

for any I2 � I1 � R¡0 provided the ratio of the scales r2{r1 is an
integer. Unfortunately, this may fail if the ratio of the scales in non-
integral, but we always have the following. If r2{r1 ¥ 2, we can find
r1 ¤ t1 ¤ t2 ¤ r2 such that t2{t1 is an integer and

HpµI2λ ; t1|t2q ¥ HpµI2λ ; r1|r2q{2.
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We combine this with (2.7) and (2.9) (see below) and get

HpµI1λ ; r1|r2q ¥ HpµI1λ ; t1|t2q ¥ HpµI2λ ; t1|t2q ¥ HpµI2λ ; r1|r2q{2. (2.8)

(It is possible to prove a variant of this with a small additive error term
instead of the multiplicative constant, see [28, Lemma 9]. However, for
the purposes of this paper (2.8) is more convenient.)

We recall a result form [16] (see also [28, Lemma 8]), which estab-
lishes that HpX; rq is a monotone increasing and Lipschitz function of
� log r; in particular HpX; r1|r2q is nonnegative for all r1 ¤ r2.

Lemma 12. Let X be a bounded random variable in R. Then for any
r2 ¥ r1 ¡ 0 we have

0 ¤ HpX; r1q �HpX; r2q ¤ 2plog r2 � log r1q.
This lemma implies that Hpµ; r1|r2q ¥ 0, whenever r2 ¥ r1. More-

over, we have
Hpµ; r1|r2q ¥ Hpµ; s1|s2q (2.9)

provided ps1, s2q � pr1, r2q.
2.3. Bernoulli convolutions of dimension less than 1. The pur-
pose of this section is to show that the entropy of a single digit for
a Bernoulli convolution that is of dimension less than 1 is bounded
away from 1. This implies that Theorem 8 applies to µ � µIλ for any I
between any scales if dimµλ   1 with an α depending only on λ.

Lemma 13. Let λ P p1{2, 1q be such that dimµλ   1. Then there is a
number α ¡ 0 such that

Hpµλ; r|2rq   1� α

for all r ¡ 0.

Thanks to (2.6) and (2.7), the same conclusion holds for µIλ for any
I � R¡0 in place of µλ.

We begin by recalling the relation between the dimension and the
entropy of Bernoulli convolutions, which is folklore.

Lemma 14. Let λ P p0, 1q. Then

dimµλ � lim
rÑ0

Hpµλ; rq
log r�1

.

Proof. By [8, Theorem 2.8], µλ is exact dimensional. By [31, Theorem
4.4], the Rényi entropy dimension of an exact dimensional measure
coincides with its local dimension (the number α in (1.1)).

Thus,

dimµλ � lim
rÑ0

Hptr�1Xuq
log r�1

,

where X is a random variable with law µλ. Moreover, the same formula
holds for any translates of X, and the claim follows by dominated
convergence. �
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We fix λ P p1{2, 1q such that dimµλ   1. By Lemma 14, there are
numbers N and α0 ¡ 0 such that

Hpµλ; 2�nq   np1� α0q (2.10)

for any n ¡ N .
We assume to the contrary that there is a number r such that

Hpµλ; r|2rq ¥ 1� α, (2.11)

where α ¡ 0 is a suitably small number depending only on α0 to be
specified later.

To contradict (2.10), we aim to produce more digits of high entropy.
One source of these digits will be the scaling formula (2.6), which to-
gether with (2.7) implies

Hpµλ;λkr|2λkrq ¥ Hpµp0,λksλ ;λkr|2λkrq � Hpµλ; r|2rq ¥ 1� α. (2.12)

The other source is the next lemma.

Lemma 15. Let µ be a compactly supported probability measure on R
and let r ¡ 0 be a number. Then

1�Hpµ; 2r|4rq ¤ 4p1�Hpµ; r|2rqq.
Proof. Write χs for the uniform probability measure on the interval
r0, ss and let ηs � pδ0�δsq{2, where δx denotes the unit mass supported
at the point x. By Lemma 10, we have

Hpµ; r|2rq �Hpµ � χrq �Hpχrq �Hpµ � χ2rq �Hpχ2rq
�1� pHpµ � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrqq. (2.13)

Note that χ2r � χr � ηr.
By submodularity (Proposition 9), we have

Hpµ � ηr � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � ηr � χrq ¤ Hpµ � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrq,
hence

Hpµ � ηr � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrq ¤ 2pHpµ � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrqq.
We note the identity

ηr � ηr � η2r � δr
2

.

By concavity of F pxq � �x log x, we have

Hpµ � ηr � ηr � χrq ¥ Hpµ � η2r � χrq{2�Hpµ � δr � χrq{2.
Thus

Hpµ � η2r � χrq �Hpµ � χrq ¤2pHpµ � ηr � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrqq
¤4pHpµ � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrqq.
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We use submodularity again to write

Hpµ � η2r � χ2rq �Hpµ � χ2rq �Hpµ � η2r � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � ηr � χrq
¤Hpµ � η2r � χrq �Hpµ � χrq
¤4pHpµ � ηr � χrq �Hpµ � χrqq.

We combine this with (2.13) and conclude the lemma. �

Proof of Lemma 13. We assume to the contrary that (2.10) and (2.11)
hold and we fix two integers K, J .

Using Lemma 15 repeatedly, we find that

Hpµλ; 2kr|2k�1rq ¥ 1� 4kα

holds for all k P Z¥0 . We sum these inequalities for k � 0, . . . , K � 1,
and arrive at

Hpµλ; r|2Krq ¥ K � 4Kα.

We choose an integer m such that 2�K�1 ¤ λm ¤ 2�K and use (2.12)
together with the above argument to conclude

Hpµλ;λjmr|2Kλjmrq ¥ K � 4Kα

for any j P Z¥0. We sum this for j � 0, . . . , J � 1 and use (2.9) to get

Hpµλ;λpJ�1qmrq ¥ JpK � 4Kαq.
Since λm ¥ 2�K�1, we get

Hpµλ; 2�pJpK�1q�rlog r�1sqq ¥ JpK�4Kαq ¥ JpK�1qp1�4Kα�pK�1q�1q.
We set the parameters. We take K to be large enough so that pK �

1q�1   α0{3. Then we take α small enough so that 4Kα   α0{3.
Finally, we take J sufficiently large so that we get a contradiction to
(2.10) for n � JpK � 1q � rlog r�1s. This proves the lemma. �

2.4. Lower semi-continuity. The purpose of this section is to estab-
lish the following result.

Lemma 16. The function λ ÞÑ dimµλ is lower semi-continuous.

Proof. By Lemma 14, we have

dimµλ � lim
nÑ8

Hpµλ;λn|1q
�n log λ

.

For each n, the function

λ ÞÑ Hpµλ;λn|1q
�n log λ

is continuous. This follows from [28, Lemma 7] and Lemma 12.
We show that the sequence of functions

fkpλq � Hpµλ;λ2k |1q � 2

�2k log λ
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increases pointwise, and this completes the proof. We can write

Hpµλ;λ2k�1 |1q � Hpµλ;λ2k�1 |λ2kq �Hpµλ;λ2k |1q.
Let λ2

k{2 ¤ r ¤ λ2
k

be such that r{λ2k�1 P Z¡0. We apply (2.9), then
Lemmata 11 and 12 and then (2.6) to the first term on the right hand
side and obtain

Hpµλ;λ2k�1 |λ2kq ¥Hpµλ;λ2k�1 |rq ¥ Hpµp0,λ2
k
s

λ ;λ2
k�1 |rq

¥Hpµp0,λ2
k
s

λ ;λ2
k�1 |λ2kq � 2 � Hpµλ;λ2k |1q � 2.

Combining our estimates, we find

fk�1pλq �Hpµλ;λ
2k�1 |1q � 2

�2k�1 log λ
¥ 2pHpµλ;λ2k |1q � 2q

�2k�1 log λ
� fkpλq,

as required. �

3. Initial bounds on entropy using Diophantine
considerations

The purpose of this section is to prove the following two results,
which provide the initial lower bounds on the entropy of Bernoulli
convolutions that we will bootstrap in the next section.

Theorem 17. For every ε ¡ 0, there is a number c ¡ 0 such that
the following holds for all n large enough (depending only on ε). Let

0   r   n�3n and 0   λ 6 1�ε be numbers. Suppose Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq   n.
Then there is an algebraic number η that is a root of a polynomial

in Pn such that
|η � λ|   rc

and

hη ¤ Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq
n

.

Recall that

hη � lim
nÑ8

Hpµpηn,1sη q
n

� inf
Hpµpηn,1sη q

n
.

Theorem 18. For every ε ¡ 0, there is a number c ¡ 0 such that
the following holds for all n large enough (depending only on ε). Let
0   λ 6 1� ε be a number. Suppose that there is an algebraic number
η that is a root of a polynomial in Pn and |λ� η|   n�4n.

Then
Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq � n

for all r ¤ |λ� η|1{c.
Remark 19. We note that the constant c in both theorems can be
taken independent of ε, and in fact, arbitrarily close to 1, provided we
assume 0   r   n�Bn in Theorem 17 and |λ � η|   n�Bn in Theorem
18 for some suitably large B depending on ε.
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We outline the main idea behind the proofs of these theorems. If

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq is “small”, then there are “many” choices of signs ai, bi P
t�1, 1u such that

1

2
|pa0λ0 � . . .� an�1λ

n�1q � pb0λ0 � . . .� bn�1λ
n�1q|   r{2.

Observe that the expression on the left hand side is (the absolute value
of) a polynomial in λ of degree at most n � 1 with coefficients in
t�1, 0, 1u.

In the next proposition, we consider a collection of such polynomials
that take “small” values at λ and conclude that they have a common
zero η near λ. To prove Theorem 17, we will use this to estimate the

Shannon entropy of µ
pηn,1s
η and conclude that hη is small.

Proposition 20. For every ε ¡ 0, there is a number c ¡ 0 such that
the following holds for all n large enough (depending only on ε). Let
A � Pn be a set of polynomials and let 0   r   n�3n and λ P C be
numbers. Suppose ε   |λ|   1� ε and |P pλq| ¤ r for all P P A.

Then there is a number η P C such that P pηq � 0 for all P P A and

|η � λ| ¤ rc.

This proposition will be proved using a Bézout identity expressing
the greatest common divisor D of the elements of A as

D � Q1P1 � . . .�QmPm,

where Pi P A and Qi P Qrxs whose degree and coefficients are con-
trolled. We will then argue that D must be “small” at λ, hence it must
have a zero near λ.

To deduce Theorem 18, we will exploit the fact that the roots of
the polynomials in Pn repel each other. If λ can be approximated
by a root η of a polynomial in Pn with “very small” error, then this
approximation is unique. If we set the scale r smaller than |λ � η|1{c
with the constant c from Theorem 17, then that theorem implies the
claim.

The result that we use about the separation between roots of poly-
nomials in Pn is the following one due to Mahler.

Theorem 21 (Mahler). Let n ¥ 9. Let η � η1 be two algebraic numbers
each of which is a root of a polynomial in Pn. Then |η � η1| ¡ 2n�4n.

Proof. Let P P ZrXs of degree d. By Mahler’s result [19, Theorem 2],
it follows that the distance between any two distinct roots of P is at
least ?

3d�pd�2q{2MpP q�pd�1q,

where MpP q is the Mahler measure of P .
If η and η1 are Galois conjugates, then we take P to be their minimal

polynomial. If they are not Galois conjugates, then we take P to be
the product of their minimal polynomials.
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In either case, the degree of P is at most 2n, and its Mahler measure
is at most the product of the Mahler measures of the polynomials in Pn
whose roots η and η1 are. By [2, Lemma 1.6.7], we have MpP q ¤ n�1.
Therefore, we have

|η � η1| ¥
?

3p2nq�n�1pn� 1q�2n�1 ¡ p2nq�3n ¡ 2n�4n,

provided n ¥ 9. �

Finally, we note that Theorem 21 offers an alternative way to prove
a weaker version of Proposition 20. Indeed, one can argue that any
P P A must have a zero near λ, because P pλq is “small”. Then one
may use Theorem 21 to conclude that these zeros must coincide.

However, our argument based on the Bézout identity has the advan-
tage that it gives a similar result (with weaker approximation) even
without the hypothesis |λ|   1� ε. We formulate this below in Propo-
sition 25. Although that result is not required for the proof of Theorem
1, we find it of independent interest.

In addition, our approach based on the Bézout identity could be used
to give an alternative proof of Theorem 21 with a worse constant, but
we do not pursue this here.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. We formulate and
prove the Bézout identity in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 is devoted to
the proof of Proposition 20. Finally, we prove Theorems 17 and 18 in
Section 3.3.

3.1. The purpose of this section is to prove the following result.

Proposition 22. Let A � Pn be a set of polynomials and let D be their
greatest common divisor in Zrxs. Then there is a number m ¤ n � 1
and polynomials P1, . . . , Pm P A and Q1, . . . , Qm P Qrxs such that

D �
m̧

j�1

QjPj

and

degpQjq ¤ n� 1, hpQjq ¤ 2np2nq!
for all j.

Here and everywhere below, hpQq denotes the naive height, the max-
imum of the numerators and denominators of the coefficients of Q. We
begin with some preliminary observations.

Lemma 23. Let D P Zrxs be a polynomial that divides a polynomial
P P Pn for some n P Z¥1. Then l1pDq ¤ 2nn.

Here, and everywhere below, lppDq denotes the lp norm of the vector
formed from the coefficients of D.
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Proof. By [2, Lemma 1.6.7], we have

MpDq ¤MpP q ¤ pdegpP q � 1q1{2hpP q ¤ pn� 1q1{2 ¤ n.

We also have (see [18, Equation (4)])

l1pDq ¤ 2nMpDq ¤ 2nn,

which was to be proved. �

Lemma 24. Let n P Z¡0 and let v1, . . . , vN P t�1, 0, 1un be vectors.
Suppose that w P Zn is in the Q-span of v1, . . . , vN . Then there are
rational numbers λ1, . . . , λN such that

w � λ1v1 � . . .� λNvN , (3.1)

at most n of the λi are non-zero and their numerators and denomina-
tors are bounded in absolute value by maxpn!, l1pwqpn� 1q!q.
Proof. We select a non-zero minor of maximal rank from the matrix
rv1, . . . , vN s and then solve the equation using Cramer’s rule.

The rank is at most n, hence the number of non-zero λi is indeed
at most n. The non-zero λi are the ratio of two determinants of rank
at most n. In the denominator all entries come from the entries of vi,
hence they are �1, 0 or 1. This determinant is clearly bounded by n!.

The entries of the numerator are similarly �1, 0 or 1 except for one
column whose entries come from w. Expanding the determinant in
that column we obtain the bound l1pwqpn� 1q!. �

Proof of Proposition 22. By the Nullstellensatz or simply by the Eu-
clidean algorithm, there are polynomials P1, . . . , Pm P A andQ1, . . . , Qm P
Qrxs such that

D �
m̧

j�1

QjPj. (3.2)

We may assume that the polynomials Pj are linearly independent.
Indeed, we could achieve this situation by expressing some of the poly-
nomials Pj that appear in (3.2) by linear combinations of others. This
yields m ¤ n� 1.

We may also assume that degpQjq   degpPmq ¤ n for all j   m.
Indeed, if this was false for some j   m, we can write Qj � Q1

jPm�Rj

and replace Qj by Rj and Qm by Qm � Q1
jPj. This substitution does

not change the value of (3.2), since

RjPj�pQm�Q1
jPjqPm � pQj�Q1

jPmqPj�pQm�Q1
jPjqPm � QjPj�QmPm.

These substitutions can be executed simultaneously without affecting
each other.

We observe that

degpQmPmq ¤maxpdegpDq, degpQ1P1q, . . . , degpQm�1Pm�1qq
  degpPmq � n,
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which in turn gives degpQmq   n.
We write

Pj � pj,nx
n � . . .� pj,0, D � dnx

n � . . .� d0,

where we allow pj,n � 0 and dn � 0. We consider the vectors

vj,k � p0, . . . , 0loomoon
k

, pj,0, . . . , pj,n, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
n�1�k

q P t�1, 0, 1u2n

for j � 1, . . . ,m and k � 0, . . . , n� 1 and

w � pd0, . . . , dn, 0, . . . , 0q P Z2n.

By (3.2), w is in the Q-span of the vectors vj,k. By Lemma 23, we
have l1pwq ¤ 2nn. We apply Lemma 24 to find rational numbers λj,k
with numerators and denominators bounded by n2np2n� 1q! such that

w �
¸

λj,kvj,k.

We conclude the proof by replacing Qj by
°
λj,kx

k. �

3.2. The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 20 and its
following variant.

Proposition 25. Let n P Z be sufficiently large (larger than an absolute
constant), let A � Pn be a set of polynomials and let 0   r   p2nq�2n

and λ P C be numbers. Suppose |P pλq| ¤ r for all P P A.
Then there is a number η P C such that P pηq � 0 for all P P A and

|η � λ|   r1{np2nq2.
We give a bound on the number of roots a polynomial in Pn may

have away from the unit circle using Jensen’s formula. This will be
used in the proof of Proposition 20 to show that such a polynomial can
take very small values only near its roots.

Lemma 26. There is a function apkq : Z¡0 Ñ p0, 1q such that limkÑ8 apkq �
1 and the following holds. Let P P Pn be a non-zero polynomial for
some n P Z¥0. Then there are at most k non-zero roots of P of abso-
lute value less than apkq.

This result is not new, see e.g. [1].

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that |P p0q| � 1.
Indeed, we may divide P by an appropriate power of x to obtain a
new polynomial that has this property. We prove the lemma taking

apkq � k

k � 1
� 1

pk � 1q1{k .

We denote by z1, . . . , zK the roots of P of absolute value less than
apkq. We set r � k{pk � 1q and apply Jensen’s formula on the disk of
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radius r:
Ķ

j�1

log
|r|
|zj| ¤

» 1

0

log |P pre2πitq|dt

We note that

|P pzq| ¤ 1� |z| � |z|2 � . . . � 1

1� r
� k � 1

for all z with |z| � r.
Thus

K � log
�pk � 1q1{k� ¤ logpk � 1q,

which yields K ¤ k, as claimed. �

Proof of Propositions 25 and 20. We begin with Proposition 25. We
denote by D the greatest common divisor of the polynomials in A.
Note that the hypothesis (when A is non-empty) implies that |λ| 6 2.
We use Proposition 22 and the fact that |P pλq| ¤ r for all P P A. We
get

|Dpλq| ¤ pn� 1q22n�1p2nq! � r   p2nq2n � r. (3.3)

Since |Dpλq|   1 and D has integer coefficients, D is not constant.
We denote by η1, . . . , ηd the roots of D taking multiplicities into ac-
count. Then

|Dpλq| �
d¹
j�1

|ηj � λ|,

hence there is some j such that

|ηj � λ| ¤ |Dpλq|1{d   r1{np2nq2,
as claimed.

To prove Proposition 20, we apply Lemma 26 and find that there is
a number k depending only on ε such that any polynomial in Pn has
at most k non-zero roots of modulus at most 1� ε{2. Since D divides
such a polynomial, the same bound holds for its roots.

We denote by η1, . . . , ηl the non-zero roots of D of modulus at most
1� ε{2. Then l ¤ k and

|Dpλq| ¥ pε{2qdegD�l
l¹

j�1

|ηj � λ|.

Thus there is some j such that

|ηj � λ|l ¤ |Dpλq| � pε{2q�n.
Since r   n�3n, we have from p3.3q,

|Dpλq| � pε{2q�n ¤ p4n{εq2n � r   r1{10,

if n is large enough. Hence

|ηj � λ|   r1{p10lq,

as required. �
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Remark 27. The constant c in Proposition 20 can be taken arbitrarily
close to 1 if r   n�Bn for B suitably large.

Indeed, in the setting of the above proof, denote by ηj a root of D
of minimal distance to λ among η1, . . . , ηl. By Theorem 21, there is at
most one root at distance at most n�4n from λ, hence |λ � ηi| ¥ n�4n

for all i � j. From this, we obtain

|λ� ηj| ¤ n4knpε{2q�nDpλq ¤ rc,

where c can indeed be taken arbitrarily close to 1, provided r is as small
as we assumed above.

We will see in the next section that the constant c in Theorems 17
and 18 are the same as in Proposition 20, hence this justifies the claims
made in Remark 19.

3.3.

Proof of Theorem 17. Let ξ0, . . . , ξn�1 be a sequence of independent un-
biased �1-valued random variables. Let t P R be such that

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq ¥ H
�Y
r�1

n�1̧

j�0

ξjλ
j � t

]	
.

For each a P Z let

Ωa �
!
pω0, . . . , ωn�1q P t�1, 1un :

Y
r�1

n�1̧

j�0

ωjλ
j � t

]
� a

)
.

We note the identity

H
�Y
r�1

n�1̧

j�0

ξjλ
j � t

]	
�
¸
aPZ

|Ωa|
2n

log
� 2n

|Ωa|
	
.

In particular |Ωa| ¡ 1 for at least one a P Z, because Hpµpλn,1sλ q   n.
We consider the set of polynomials

A �
¤
aPZ

! n�1̧

j�0

ωj � ω1j
2

xj : ω � ω1 P Ωa

)
.

Since |Ωa| ¡ 1 for at least one a P Z, A is not empty. We observe that
P P Pn and |P pλq| ¤ r for each P P A. We apply Proposition 20 and
find η P C such that |η � λ| ¤ rc and P pηq � 0 for all P P A.

For any a P Z and ω, ω1 P Ωa, we have

n�1̧

j�0

ωj � ω1j
2

ηj � 0,

hence
n�1̧

j�0

ωjη
j �

n�1̧

j�0

ω1jη
j.
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Thus

H
� n�1̧

j�0

ξjη
j
	
¤
¸
aPZ

|Ωa|
2n

log
� 2n

|Ωa|
	
.

We combine our inequalities to obtain

Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq ¥ H
� n�1̧

j�0

ξjη
j
	
¥ nhη.

Recall hn � inf Hpµpλn,1sλ q{n. �

Proof of Theorem 18. The constant c is the same as in Theorem 17. We

suppose to the contrary that Hpµpλn,1sλ ; rq   n and apply that theorem.
We find an algebraic number η1, which is a root of a polynomial in

Pn such that |λ� η1|   rc ¤ |λ� η|. In particular, η1 � η. Moreover,

|η � η1| ¤ |λ� η1| � |λ� η|   2n�4n,

which contradicts Theorem 21. �

4. Increasing entropy of convolutions

In this section, we apply Theorem 8 to improve on the entropy es-
timates that we obtained in the previous section. We begin with two
preliminary results in the next two sections and conclude the proof of
Theorem 1 in Section 4.3

4.1. The purpose of this section is the following proposition.

Proposition 28. Let 1{2   λ   1 and n,K, α ¡ 0 be numbers, with
K > 10. Suppose

Hpµλ; r|2rq ¤1� α for all r ¡ 0, (4.1)

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λKn|λ10nq ¥αn. (4.2)

Suppose further n ¡ C0plogKq2, where C0 is a suitably large number
depending only on α and λ.

Then, there are numbers R1, . . . , Rk and a1, . . . , ak such that

λ�9n ¤ Ri ¤ λ�Kn, Ri�1 ¥ R2
i , ai ¥ c

logK
,

ķ

i�1

ai ¥ c,

HpµpRir,R2
i rs

λ ; r|Arq ¥ cai
logK

logA

for each i � 1, . . . , k, for any r ¤ λ2Kn and for any maxpλ�2, 2q ¤ A ¤
λ�n, where c is a constant that depends only on α and λ.

In the proof of Theorem 1, we fix a parameter λ such that dimµλ   1.
By Lemma 13, this implies that (4.1) holds at all scales. Furthermore,
we will show that (4.2) also holds for the appropriate choice of n and
K. To this end, we will use the results of Section 3. In Section 4.2,
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we refine the conclusion of this proposition by further applications of
Theorem 8.

We begin the proof of the proposition with a technical lemma. If we
have a bound for the entropy of µpa,bs between some scales, then we can
use the scaling identity (2.6) to obtain bounds for µpar,brs between some
other scales. We take this idea a step further in the next lemma, which
will be used in the proof of Proposition 28 to construct measures, to
which we can apply Theorem 8.

Lemma 29. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, r1, r2, s1, s2 be numbers such that the fol-
lowing holds

0 ¤ai   bi ¤ 1, 0 ¤ ri   si for i � 1, 2

λ�1s1{s2 ¤a1{a2
λr1{r2 ¥b1{b2

maxp2, λ�2q ¤s2{r2 ¤ s1{r1.
Suppose

Hpµpa1,b1sλ ; r1|s1q ¥ β logps1{r1q
for some β ¥ 0. Then

Hpµpa2,b2sλ ; r2|s2q ¥ β

6
logps2{r2q.

We comment on the inequalities imposed in the lemma, which may
look unmotivated on first reading. They are designed to ensure that
for any scaling factor t, the inclusion of scales trr2, s2s � rλr1, λ�1s1s
implies pa1, b1s � tpa2, b2s.
Proof. We choose a sequence of integers k1 ¡ . . . ¡ kN such that the
intervals rλkir2, λkis2s cover rr1, s1s, i.e. we have

λr1 ¤ λk1r2 ¤ r1, s1 ¤ λkNs2 ¤ λ�1s1,

and

λkis2 ¥ λki�1r2

holds for all 1 ¤ i ¤ N � 1.
We may choose the sequence in such a way that the overlaps between

the intervals rλkir2, λkis2s are minimal, so that

λki�1r2 ¥ λki�1s2

for all i ¤ N � 2. If this is the case, we have

λki�1s2 ¥ λkis2 � pλs2{r2q
and then

λkis2 ¥ λir1 � ps2{r2qi ¥ r1 � ps2{r2qi{2
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follows for 1 ¤ i ¤ N � 1 by induction. Clearly, we may assume
λkN�1s2   s1, since otherwise we would not need the interval rλkN r2, λkNs2s
to cover rr2, s2s. Hence we may assume that

N ¤ 2
logps1{r1q
logps2{r2q � 1 ¤ 3

logps1{r1q
logps2{r2q .

Using (2.9), we write

Ņ

i�1

Hpµpa1,b1sλ ;λkir2|λkis2q

¥Hpµpa1,b1sλ ; r1|λk2r2q �
N�1̧

i�2

Hpµpa1,b1sλ ;λkir2|λki�1r2q

�Hpµpa1,b1sλ ;λkN r2|s1q
�Hpµpa1,b1sλ ; r1|s1q ¥ β logps1{r1q.

Thus there is some i such that

Hpµpa1,b1sλ ;λkir2|λkis2q ¥ β

N
logps1{r1q ¥ β

3
logps2{r2q.

Using λkir2 ¥ λr1, λ
kis2 ¤ λ�1s1 and the assumptions in the state-

ment of the lemma, we have

b1{b2 ¤ λr1{r2 ¤ λki ¤ λ�1s1{s2 ¤ a1{a2,
hence

pλkia2, λkib2s � pa1, b1s.
Therefore, we can use (2.6) and (2.8) and write

Hpµpa2,b2sλ ; r2|s2q �Hpµpλ
kia2,λkib2s

λ ;λkir2|λkis2q
¥1

2
Hpµpa1,b1sλ ;λkir2|λkis2q ¥ β

6
logps2{r2q.

�

Proof of Proposition 28. Write

J �
Q logpK{10q

logp11{10q
U
.

Then λKn ¡ λ11np11{10q
J�1

, hence

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λ11p11{10q
J�1n|λ10nq ¥ αn.

For each integer 0 ¤ j   J define bj by

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λ11p11{10q
jn|λ10p11{10qjnq � bjn. (4.3)

Then b0 � . . .� bJ�1 ¥ α.
We fix a j P t0, . . . , J�1u. Put T � tp11{10qju. We note the identity

µ
pλTn,1s
λ � µ

pλTn,λpT�1qns
λ � µpλpT�1qn,λpT�2qns

λ � . . . � µpλn,1sλ ,
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and set out to apply Theorem 8 and find a lower bound on the entropy

of µ
pλTn,1s
λ between suitably chosen scales.

Scaling (4.3) (see (2.6)), we can write

Hpµpλpt�1qn,λtns
λ ;λp11p11{10q

j�tqn|λp10p11{10qj�tqnq � bjn.

For t � 0, . . . , T � 1, we have

rλp11p11{10qj�tqn, λp10p11{10qj�tqns � rλ12p11{10qjn, λ10p11{10qjns,
hence we can use (2.9) to get

Hpµpλpt�1qn,λtns
λ ;λ12p11{10q

jn|λ10p11{10qjnq ¥ bjn.

We can now apply Theorem 8 repeatedly T times for t � 0, . . . , T �1
with

µ �µpλtn,λpt�1qns
λ � . . . � µpλn,1sλ or µ � δ0 if t � 0,

ν �µpλpt�1qn,λtns
λ ,

β � bj
2p11{10qj log λ�1

¥ cbj
T
,

where c ¡ 0 is a constant depending only on λ. We obtain

HpµpλTn,1sλ ;λ12p11{10q
jn|λ10p11{10qjnq ¥ T

� cbj
T logpT {bjq logpλ�2p11{10qjnq�C

	
.

Assume that j is such that bj ¥ α{2J . Since j ¤ J�1, the definitions
of T and J yield T ¤ K and bj ¥ c{ logK for some other constant
depending only on α and λ, which we keep denoting by c by abuse of
notation. Since we assumed n ¡ C0plogKq2 for any fixed number C0

depending on α and λ, the term TC becomes negligible. Thus

HpµpλTn,1sλ ;λ12p11{10q
jn|λ10p11{10qjnq ¥ c

bj
logK

logpλ�2p11{10qjnq. (4.4)

Now we combine (4.4) with Lemma 29. To that end, we need to
choose a number Qj in such a way that the following inequalities are
satisfied:

λ�1λ
10p11{10qjn

Ar
¤ λTn

Qjr
, (4.5)

λ
λ12p11{10q

jn

r
¥ 1

Q2
jr
, (4.6)

A ¤ λ�2p11{10qjn. (4.7)

Since (4.7) always holds when A ¤ λ�n (which we assumed in the
statement of the proposition), we need to consider only the first two
conditions. We observe that the first condition is the most restrictive
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when A is as small as possible, hence we may assume A � λ�2. Recall
T ¤ p11{10qj. Hence (4.5) and (4.6) hold if we choose Qj to satisfy

Qj ¤λ�9p11{10qjn�1

Q2
j ¥λ�12p11{10qjn�1.

So we can put Qj � λ�9p11{10qjn and satisfy these inequalities.
We can now apply Lemma 29 to (4.4) with

r1 �λ12p11{10qjn, s1 � λ10p11{10q
jn, a1 � λTn, b1 � 1,

r2 �r, s2 � Ar, a2 � Qjr, b2 � Q2
jr.

and write

HpµpQjr,Q
2
jrs

λ ; r|Arq ¥ c
bj

6 logK
logA.

We note 1 ¤ p11{10qj ¤ K{10. Hence

λ�9n ¤ Qj ¤ λ�9Kn{10   λ�Kn.

Finally we define ai � bji and Ri � Qji for a suitably chosen sequence
ji. We first select those j such that bj ¡ α{p2Jq. This ensures that
the above argument applies to all selected j and that bj ¥ c{ logK.
We still have

°1 bj ¥ α{2, where
°1 indicates summation over those j

that we selected. Second, we select j’s from an arithmetic progression
with common difference 10 such that the sum of the selected bj’s are
maximal among the possible choices. Then we still have

°2 bj ¥ α{20,
where

°2 indicates summation over those j that we selected during the

second cut. Moreover, this choice ensures that Qj1 ¥ Q
p11{10q10

j ¡ Q2
j if

j1 ¡ j are two selected indices. Therefore this subsequence satisfies all
the requirements of the proposition. �

4.2. In the proof of Theorem 1, we will choose sequences of suitable
parameters tnju and tKju such that the conditions of Proposition 28
hold. In this section, we consider such sequences and apply Theorem
8 again together with the conclusion of Proposition 28 to obtain even
stronger entropy bounds. Since the entropy between the scales r and
Ar cannot be larger than logA, this will lead to a constraint showing
that the sequence Kj has to grow very fast. In the proof of Theorem 1,
this will lead to a contradiction with the hypothesis of that theorem.

Proposition 30. Let 1{2   λ   1, α ¡ 0 be numbers, let tnjuNj�1 be

a sequence of positive integers, and let tKjuNj�1 be a sequence of real
numbers each > 10.
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Suppose

nj�1 ¥Kjnj for all j � 1, . . . , N � 1, (4.8)

Hpµλ; r|2rq ¤1� α for all r ¡ 0, (4.9)

Hpµpλnj ,1sλ ;λKjnj |λ10njq ¥αnj for all j � 1, . . . , N, (4.10)

nj ¥C0plogKjq2, (4.11)

where C0 is a sufficiently large number depending only on λ and α.
Suppose further that n1 is sufficiently large so that λ�n1 ¥ maxp2, λ�2q.

Then
Ņ

j�1

1

logKj log logKj

  C
�

1�
°N
j�1 logKj

n1

	
, (4.12)

where C is a constant that depends only on α and λ.

Proof. Set A � λ�n1 and r � λ2KNnN , so A ¥ maxp2, λ�2q. We apply
Proposition 28 with n � nj and K � Kj. We find numbers Rj,i P
rλ�9nj , λ�Kjnj s and aj,i ¥ cplogKjq�1 such that

°
i aj,i ¥ c for each j

and

HpµpRj,ir,R
2
j,irs

λ ; r|Arq ¥ caj,i
logKj

logA

for each j and i.
We observe that

Rj�1, ¥ λ�9nj�1 ¥ λ�9Kjnj ¡ R2
j,

for j � 1, . . . , N � 1. We also recall Rj,i�1 ¥ R2
j,i from Proposition 28.

Thus the intervals pRj,ir, R
2
j,irs are disjoint.

This means that we can write

µλ � ν ��N
j�1 �i µ

pRj,ir,R
2
j,irs

λ ,

for some probability measure ν. We can then apply Theorem 8 repeat-
edly with

ν � µ
pRj,ir,R

2
j,irs

λ and β � caj,i
logKj

for each j and i. Note log β�1 ¤ C log logKj, since aj,i ¥ c{plogKjq,
where C is a constant that depends only on λ and α. We obtain

Hpµλ; r|Arq ¥
Ņ

j�1

¸
i

� caj,i
logKj log logKj

logA� C
	
,

where c, C ¡ 0 are some numbers that depend only on λ and α.
Since

°
i aj,i ¥ c, for each j and the entropy between scales of ratio

A cannot be larger than 2 logA (see Lemma 12), we get

Ņ

j�1

c

logKj log logKj

logA   2 logA� C
Ņ

j�1

logKj.
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This proves the claim upon dividing both sides by c logA, since logA �
logpλ�1qn1. �

4.3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let 1{2   λ   1 be a number such that
dimµλ   1, and fix a small number ε ¡ 0 such that dimµλ � 4ε   1.
We fix a large number A, whose value will be set at the end of the proof
depending only on λ and ε. We assume to the contrary that there are
arbitrarily large integers n0 such that

|η � λ| ¡ expp� expplog n logp3q nqq (4.13)

for all η P En,dimµλ�4ε for all n P rn0, expp5qplogp5qpn0q � Aqs. We show
that this leads to a contradiction provided A is a sufficiently large
number depending on λ and ε.

The assumption dimµλ   1 implies that there is α ¡ 0 such that

Hpµλ; r|2rq   1� α (4.14)

for all r; see Lemma 13. In addition, we have

Hpµλ; rq ¤ pdimµλ � εq log r�1 (4.15)

by Lemma 14 for all sufficiently small r (depending on ε and λ). More-
over, (4.14) and (4.15) hold for the measure µIλ in place of µλ for any
I � p0, 1s. Indeed,

Hpµλ; rq � lim
NÑ8

Hpµλ; r|Nrq,
HpµIλ; rq � lim

NÑ8
HpµIλ; r|Nrq,

so HpµIλ; rq ¤ Hpµλ; rq follows from (2.7).
It follows from the work of Hochman [11, Theorem 1.3] that 1

Hpµpλn,1sλ ;λ10n|λnq   ε logpλ�1qn, (4.16)

if n is large enough (depending on ε and λ).
We fix an integer n0 such that (4.13) holds, and which is sufficiently

large; we require, in particular, that (4.16) holds for all n ¥ n0, (4.15)
holds for all r   λn0 and λ�n0 ¥ maxp2, λ�2q. We define a sequence
of integers n1, n2, . . . , nN by a recursive procedure. Suppose that nj
is already defined for some j ¥ 0 and we choose the value of nj�1 as
follows. We take

m �
Q4nj log nj
c0 log λ�1

U
,

where c0 denotes the minimum of the constants c from Theorems 17
and 18 applied with 1� λ in the role of ε.

We consider two cases. First, suppose

Hpµpλm,1sλ ;m�4m{c0q ¥ m logpλ�1qpdimµλ � 3εq. (4.17)

1We could avoid using Hochman’s result here if we replaced the number 10 by
1�ε. If we do this, then Propositions 28 and 30 and their proofs need to be adjusted
accordingly, which would turn the calculations even more tedious.
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In this case, we have

Hpµpλm,1sλ ;m�4m{c0 |λ10mq
�Hpµpλm,1sλ ;m�4m{c0q �Hpµpλm,1sλ ;λmq �Hpµpλm,1sλ ;λ10m|λmq
¥m logpλ�1qpdimµλ � 3εq �m logpλ�1qpdimµλ � εq � εm logpλ�1q
¥εm logpλ�1q.

We used (4.17), (4.15) and (4.16). To estimate Hpµpλm,1sλ ;λmq, we used
(4.15). In this case, we set nj�1 � m.

Second, suppose

Hpµpλm,1sλ ;m�4m{c0q   m logpλ�1qpdimµλ � 3εq.
We apply Theorem 17 and find that there is an algebraic number η
that is a root of a polynomial in Pm, hη   logpλ�1qpdimµλ � 3εq and
|λ�η|   m�4m. We assume as we may that n0 is sufficiently large that
this guarantees hη   log η�1pdimµλ � 4εq. We note |η � η|   2m�4m,
hence η is real by Theorem 21. By Hochman’s formula (1.5) for the
dimension of Bernoulli convolutions for algebraic parameters, we have
dimµη   dimµλ � 4ε and hence η P Em,dimµλ�4ε.

In this case, we set nj�1 to be the largest integer n such that |λ�η|  
n�4n. In particular, nj�1 ¥ m. It follows from Theorem 18 applied with
n � nj�1 and r � pnj�1 � 1q�4pnj�1�1q{c0 that

Hpµpλnj�1 ,1s
λ ; pnj�1 � 1q�4pnj�1�1q{c0q � nj�1.

A calculation similar to what we did in the previous case yields

Hpµpλnj�1 ,1s
λ ;n

�4nj�1{c0
j�1 |λ10nj�1q ¥ p1� log λ�1qnj�1,

if n0 is sufficiently large. (Recall dimµλ � 4ε   1.)
We set

Kj�1 � 4 logpnj�1q
c0 log λ�1

and note that

Hpµpλnj�1 ,1s
λ ;λKj�1nj�1 |λ10nj�1q ¥ ε logpλ�1qnj�1

holds in both cases, (provided ε log λ�1   1 � log λ�1, which we may
assume).

The choice of Kj�1 and m in the recursive definition ensures that
nj�2 ¥ Kj�1nj�1. Moreover, nj�1 ¥ C0plogKj�1q2 also holds with
an arbitrarily large constant C0, provided n0 is sufficiently large. This
means that Proposition 30 is applicable to the sequences tnju and tKju.
We estimate how fast these sequences may grow. Let m and η be as in
the definition of nj�1 above. Suppose that

m P rn0, expp5qplogp5q n0 � Aqs. (4.18)
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(We will return to this condition at the end of the proof.) Then

|λ� η| ¡ expp� expplogm logp3qmqq.
by the indirect assumption (4.13), and hence

exppnj�1q   n
4nj�1

j�1   |λ� η|�1   expp2qplogm logp3qmq,
which together with m ¤ Cnj log nj (for some C depending only on λ)
yields

nj�1   expp2 log nj logp3q njq,
provided n0 is sufficiently large.
Claim. For each j ¥ 0, we have

nj   expp2qpp2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0qq,
where j0 � logp2qpn0q.
Proof. The claim is trivial for j � 0, and we prove the j ¡ 0 case by
induction. We suppose that the claim holds for some j and prove that
it also holds for j � 1. We first note

logp3q nj   2 logp2j � j0q.
We can write

nj�1   expp2 log nj logp3q njq
  expp2 exppp2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0qq � 2 logp2j � j0qq
� expp2qpp2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0q � logp2qp2j � j0q � 2q
  expp2qpp2pj � 1q � j0q logp2qp2pj � 1q � j0qq,

where the last line holds, because we assumed that n0 is large enough,
so in particular, we have logp2qp2j� j0q ¡ 2. This proves the claim. �

Using the above claim, we note that for some positive Cλ depending
on λ only,

1

logKj logp2qKj

� 1

logpCλ log njq logp2qpCλ log njq
¥ 1

2p2j � j0q logp2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0q
,

provided n0 is large enough.
We can write

Ņ

j�1

1

logKj log logKj

¥
Ņ

j�1

1

2p2j � j0q logp2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0q
¥cplogp3qpN � j0q � logp3q j0q,
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where c is an absolute constant.
We write B � 2C{c, where c is the above constant and C is the

constant from Proposition 30 applied with the minimum of ε log λ�1

and α in the role of α. We put

N :� texpp3qplogp3qpj0q �Bqu.
Then

Ņ

j�1

1

logKj log logKj

¥ cplogp3qN � logp3q j0q ¥ cB ¥ 2C. (4.19)

On the other hand, we can write

logKj ¤ 2p2j � j0q logp2qp2j � j0q 6 6N logp2qp3Nq   10N2

for j ¤ N , if n0 and hence j0 is sufficiently large, and this yields

Ņ

j�1

logKj ¤ 10N3.

We note that

N ¤ expp3qplogp2qpj0qq � exppj0q � logpn0q,
if n0 and hence j0 is sufficiently large. This and n1 ¡ n0 implies°N

j�1 logKj

n1

  1,

provided n0 is sufficiently large, and hence we have a contradiction with
(4.19) and Proposition 30.

It remains to verify that the condition (4.18) holds each time we used
it. Clearly we always had n0 ¤ m ¤ nN . Since N ¥ j0, we have

2N � j0 ¤4N ¤ expp2� expp2qplogp3qpj0q �Bqq
¤ expp2qp2� expplogp3qpj0q �Bqq ¤ expp3qplogp3qpj0q �B � 2q.

In addition,

p2N � j0q logp2qp2N � j0q
¤ expp3qplogp3qpj0q �B � 2q expplogp3qpj0q �B � 2q
¤ exppexpp2qplogp3qpj0q �B � 2q � logp3qpj0q �B � 2q
¤ expp2 expp2qplogp3qpj0q �B � 2qq
¤ expp3qplogp3qpj0q �B � 3q.

Then we have

nN ¤ expp2qpp2N � j0q logp2qp2N � j0qq ¤ expp5qplogp5qpn0q �B � 3q.
This shows that (4.18) holds provided A ¥ B � 3. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
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